www.LR1400.sk

PROPOSITIONS - PRACTICE
"Long Range 100m - 1400m"

PRACTICE DAY:

6th september 2020
SUNDAY: 7:30h

- 12.00h

PLACE OF PRACTICE: VTSU Záhorie _/ balistic shooting range F-3kilometer/
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE: NSA-SK
- profesional supervision: Ivo Zimáni
- assistants stuff:

schooled volunteers,

CONDITIONS FOR
PARTICIPATION:
-1- Only, foreigner shooters and
invited guests with confirmed registration,
can participate on the practice shooting on condition that they possess appropriate
permissions and licenses concerning ownership of firearms, and that they register on
time and pay the admission fee.
- The organizer has the right to refuse registration of a shooter without giving reasons!!!
APPLICATION FORM & ACCOMMODATION:
- All shooters willing to participate on the practice shooting and/or requesting an
accommodation are pleased to apply via registration form on our official web page:
https://lr1400.sk/registracia/ latest 7 days before the practice date or competition.
- In the case your registration will not be submitted in the requested date, your late
registration will not be accepted by practice organizer.
PRACTICE TARGETS:
- The organizer will arrange and place metal targets in the distance from 700 to 1400m
- In case of interest to shooting on own targets, the shooter secures these targets separately
and places them on the landing area only with the consent of the organizer
- Detailed organizational instructions related to the shooting will be specified by the
organizer on the spot before the training begins.
SHOOTING RANGE EQUIPMENT:
- 20 shooting stations on a concrete base without shooting mats.
REGISTRATION FEE FOR PRACTICE:
- Registration fee practice shooting is 40, -Eur.,
- Fee for shooters who participated on competition on Saturday is only 20, -EUR
- Participant, who will back-down from the practice, or break the safety rules will be
excluded from the shooting area and is not entitled to receive back the registration fee.
- Registration fee doesn’t include any insurance. We highly recommend to insure
individually.
- Each shooter participates in the practice shooting at his/her own risk and is responsible for
eventual damages caused by themselves.
SHOOTING PROCEDURES:
- Preparation and a course of shooting will be governed by commands of “shooting
referee“.
- In the case of any disobeying of command from supervisor, the shooter will be
excluded from practice shooting.
- Rifle can have any kind of support
- It is forbidden to use inflammation, armour piercing, tracer and explosive ammunition.
- It is permitted to use rifles with maximum calibre 10mm only, and with valid pressure
test. In case of other calibers till 50BMG with supervisor approval.
- Rifle or ammunition failure is a matter of the shooter himself. In the case, that he will
not fix the issue in time, he will be excluded from the practice.
FINAL PROVISIONS:
- Any manipulation with a rifle must be performed without any ammunition exclusively in
reserved safe place – area specifically designed for this matter!!!
- During any movement (re-positioning) of the shooter with a rifle, rifle must be empty
(without ammunition) and the bolt must be in the back position. For semi-automatic rifles
the magazine must be out of the rifle.

-

In the case of breaking any safety rule linked to life and health protection during weapon
manipulation will be broken, this will lead to an immediate disqualification of the shooter
from the competition and he/she will be responsible for any damage caused by themselves.
All participants must be aware of safety rules placed on our web page www.LR1400.sk
and follow them.!!!
Practice organizer reserves his rights to change the rules or to change the practice date.

A T T E N T I O N!!!
Condition for a successful participation on the practice shooting is to get familiar
with the competition propositions and an absolute respect and adherence to all the rules!
All shooters are pleased to be aware, that in the whole shooting range is consumption
of alcoholic beverages (beer included) absolutely forbidden!!! Competition organizer has
the right to exclude from the competition any shooter non-respecting the rules.
We kindly ask all competition participants to respect all rules for safe shooting and
manipulation with a rifle and any manipulation with rifle out of the shooting stand is strictly
forbidden and will not be tolerated.

